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Theirs to Keep - A Reverse Harem Romance
2021-02-11

a headstrong woman with a mysterious past three gorgeous construction workers still mourning the
death of their shared wife some things were just meant to be it was the renovation job of a
lifetime a historic manor in rhode island complete with three ripped musclebound bosses each more
handsome than the next they were more like brothers than lifelong friends men who shared
everything together including their own wicked little secret working for them is one thing living
with them quite another when boundaries are crossed and curtains of restraint fall our
overwhelming attraction leads to unspeakably hot encounters throughout the ancient grounds and
when i discover their ultimate secret that these men have shared everything in their lives i can
t help but wonder if i might be that last perfect piece of a very butterfly inducing puzzle bryce
camden roderick i can t get them out of my mind not that i have to because all three are bent on
seducing me loving me taking me into their lives to fill that dark hollow void a cold lonely void
i unfortunately know so very well can four wounded souls come together and find the strength to
heal old wounds or will the ghosts of our shattered pasts come back to haunt our one shot at true
happiness theirs to keep is a smoldering stand alone reverse harem love story filled with
suspense humor romance and enough molten hot action to melt your kindle into a steaming pile of
glass and plastic author not responsible for molten kindles hea guaranteed

Claiming
2018-11-11

i m coming after kreedence i want him to know what it feels like to live in fear just as i did
for so many years three dragon shifters and a hellhound should be more than enough help and yet i
m seeking out allies in all the wrong places a prince with resources a deadly king with power and
a mysterious queen who died decades ago new secrets will come to light they ll destroy everything
i thought i knew about myself and the world around me our secrets will always haunt us or hunt us
this is a reverse harem series containing m m themes recommended for readers 18 and over

Ruled by the Princess: A Reverse Harem Romance
2018-04-02

the entire realm expects princess katrinetta to choose her mate soon but she has other plans as
kit s choosing draws to an end she finds herself falling in love with more than one of her
representatives cassius is strong and bold jate is passionate and loyal reeve is mysterious and
brave and then there s eliason whom she s loved for as long as she can remember how can kit
possibly select just one the laws of the realm say she must choose but kit is determined not to
give up any of her men even if it means facing the fury of her malevolent mother queen rona in a
standoff that could bring the entire realm to the breaking point ruled by the princess is the
final installment in the realm of the chosen trilogy follow princess katrinetta as she embraces
the love of her men and establishes herself as a benevolent ruler one who will vow to protect her
people and do what s best for them no matter the cost full of steamy bedroom scenes romance love
and intrigue realm of the chosen is a reverse harem romance for mature readers

Her Secret
2019-04-17

our love is so much more than a mere catastrophic occurrence my name is freya wilson i am not
your typical girl next door i m far from it as my mother likes to point out since i graduated
high school i should be planning my life instead of wallowing around the house in my pajamas all
day girls my age are either preparing for college or taking advantage of the warm summer days
that california provides in spades she doesn t understand why i prefer to be stuck in my room
watching the world pass by but there is a reason to my melancholy that she will never know i m in
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mourning i morn a love i can never have a love that if anyone were to learn about its existence i
would be judged and ridiculed branded with names too ugly to mention years ago i had made the
ultimate sacrifice so no one would discover my secret however now my secret is being put to the
test i will need to overcome one last obstacle when fate brings me to live under the same roof
temptation lies i fear i might not be strong enough to hide my feelings the moment i set foot
inside it my life takes an unexpected turn and the vision i once had of eternal solitude seems
out of reach the chains i have weaved around me are no match for the allurement the house next
door provides there is no running away from love and i was a fool to think otherwise this love
story involves five alpha knights that will do anything to get their princess back if you believe
that love conquers all and adore all things reverse harem than this book is for you bad influence
is a contemporary reverse harem romance series each book is a standalone novel with all new
characters and brand new love stories recommended 18 due to mature language and situations

Seven Brothers of Sin
2020-03-22

why pick one brother when you can have seven i grew up next to the morgans all boys and we played
doctor sometimes but now it s ten years later i m back from college and the morgans well they
make me shiver everything going hot because the men are gorgeous matt on monday tim on tuesday
will on wednesday trent on thursday ford on friday sam on saturday and smith oh god smith s
perfect for sundays because sunday s meant for penance doing right and thinking good thoughts
going to church and acting godly but i can t be good i can t possibly choose because they re too
gorgeous so i don t is that wrong or is seven my lucky number hey readers this story was my first
reverse harem and needless to say it was loads of fun writing it our heroine is your sassy girl
next door who embarks on a wild ride with seven lucky men as always there s a guaranteed hea with
no cheating and no cliffhangers you ll love it i promise xoxo cassie

Chosen by the Princess: A Reverse Harem Romance
2018-04-30

why choose just one if she can have them all princess katrinetta is about to embark on her
choosing a time when every province in yewforia will select one man to send to castle wrenbrook
where he will have the opportunity to show his value to the beautiful intelligent woman who will
someday rule the realm katrinetta is tasked with the duty of choosing just one man to spend the
rest of her life with in the realm of yewforia a man s highest honor is to please a noblewoman
when that woman happens to be the princess being a part of the choosing means everything as
katrinetta becomes more acquainted with the representatives it becomes clear she can never choose
just one of them cassius is powerful and knows how to make her laugh jate is gentle and shy reeve
is mysterious and that s just three of the men who have pledged their hearts to the beautiful
princess despite her feelings for the new men she s grown to adore katrinetta is also in love
with the one man her mother queen rona would never allow her to be with when eliason is blocked
from the choosing kit is desperate to find another way to keep him in her life even if it means
defying her mother and the realm realm of the chosen follows princess katrinetta as she embraces
the love of her men and establishes herself as a benevolent ruler one who will vow to protect her
people and do what s best for them no matter the cost full of steamy bedroom scenes romance love
and intrigue realm of the chosen is a reverse harem romance for mature readers

Ravish Her
2020-05-19

ravish her is a reverse harem romantic fantasy novel filled with enemies to lovers action and
adventure romance dive into this second book in the descended from a witch series and enjoy this
why choose romance today the power of my hexer s stays with me it s what i hold onto when evil
descends and chilling darkness comes hate rules our world hiding behind the face of a king and
now he s come for me he wants answers i don t have answers that lie in the whispers of the past
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only three hexers stand in his way and they ll do it for love

The Promotion
2019-01-04

three gorgeous shifters a queen fallen from grace one formidable chinese quest it seems as though
the whole world is turning against me now that ero is gone and roan is barely able to look me in
the eye my heart is broken i would have jumped ship long ago if it weren t for li upon arriving
in china i soon realize that this kingdom may prove to be the most daunting of challenges yet
suspicion and stares seem to follow us wherever we go and we are sure to be noticed and not just
by those who wish to help with my life and honor at stake i don t know how i m going to convince
one of the greatest kingdoms on earth to join us but this is my last chance can i persuade the
emperor to help us or will he see li as a threat to the throne li my violet eyed leopard my soul
comforter my warrior her warrior is a full length medium slow burn reverse harem fantasy novel
and the fourth in the royal shifters series warning cliffhanger and adult themes the complete
royal shifters series book one her betrothal book two her highlander book three her viking book
four her warrior book five her prophecy

Her Warrior
2017-11-21

it takes three alphas to tame this wild omega left scarred and untrusting after an attack kara
doesn t let people close it only leads to heartache when a job goes wrong she s stuck working
with the three uptight and disapproving alphas who hired her in order to clear her name she has
no problem sleeping with them but that s as far as she can ever let it go cullen reese and damon
are used to dealing with criminals in their work as private investigators but they ve never met
anyone like the wild omega kara when working for them lands her in trouble they have no choice
but to finish their case with her they ve always wanted to settle down with a quiet sweet omega
who would listen and stay safe and it s obvious kara isn t any of those things each taste they
have of her shows them how happy they could be if only they could tame her as kara and the alphas
delve deeper into the shadows to track the missing omega the differences between them seem
insurmountable even as danger surrounds them kara clings to her need for freedom while the alphas
believe changing her is the only way to keep her safe if they can t learn to trust one another in
time the secrets they chase will pull them all under

Tamed by the Alphas
2018-08

nothing perfect ever lasts for the first time in my entire life i ve found a community that
accepts me the village of dragon shifters knows what it s like to be different these men care
about me and i care about them i might even love them among all that perfection terror creeps in
it haunts this place during the night something dangerous powerful and deadly has found these
innocent people and it wants me this is a reverse harem series containing m m themes recommended
for readers 18 and over

Maiming
2019-08-24

they are no knights in shining armor but i m sure as hell no princess i belong to five men now i
gave them not only what was in my head but also my body secluded in a cabin in the middle of
nowhere i m learning more about what these men do to survive and what i ll need to do if i m to
survive with them though my instincts tell me to hunker down and enjoy the dangerous pleasures
these men have to offer my heart tells me we have to move with my aunt in peril a new mission
takes me back home but a turn of events allows me to delve deeper into the men s secret world and
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unravel the mystery that binds us together the secret of what my father died trying to protect
will we get what we came for or will our combined foe threaten the safety of us all and will the
delights i find in the dark of night still be with me when the day breaks book two in a brand new
reverse harem series with a dark romance twist

Unraveling Darkness
2018-07-19

an ancient prophecy a blood feud and a heart wrenching betrayal sanura will do whatever she must
to return to egypt save her brother and become queen but three lion shifter kings stand in her
way she can only succeed with an army at her back but the men she needs can t stand the sight of
one another one by one sanura must convince the lion kings to help her and she just might lose
her heart in the process the pride of egypt is the second full length reverse harem historical
fantasy book in the shifters of africa trilogy

The Collection
2018-06-05

getting crushed under a monster truck is never a pleasant feeling if i could relive that moment i
would never have taken that route but we never really get a second chance at life or do we i want
to say i died a noble death and for that reason i was given a second chance at life i don t
hesitate to take the offering outlining the criteria on my wish list 1 enjoy life to the fullest
2 fall in love with a man 3 would like to have a warm loving family 4 eat plenty of delicious
food as i was starved for most of my life growing up all is well and good until i open my eyes to
a strange new world with four strikingly stunning men staring back at me they said they were the
four kings in charge of governing the four nations of alyria and i am their queen the overall
ruler of their kingdom but it isn t just pretty flowers and wispy daisies they suspect i m not
who i say i am i live under their watchful eyes as they literally and figuratively peel away
every layer of my clothing to get to the real me trying to keep my real identity under wraps is
one thing but getting tempted by the four kings is another matter entirely how am i to survive in
my new world her majesty is here is a reverse harem royal fantasy romance novel it is the first
book in her majesty and the four kings series with laugh out loud moments political intrigue
murder mystery and steamy romantic scenes this first book ends in a cliffhanger

The Pride of Egypt
2019-02-26

the last few months of mia harrington s life have been tumultuous to say the least losing her
father the bombshell in his will followed by her multiple whirlwind romances and subsequent
marriage it s little wonder she s so thrilled to be spending three weeks in a tropical paradise
with her four men rest relaxation and a hefty dose of fun is precisely what they all need but the
unconventional honeymoon isn t all sea sun sand and scorching sex back home in england they have
careers responsibilities other things that take up their time being in each other s pockets on a
tiny island is a challenge but is it one they can rise to will this make or break their
relationships and when being away from it all gives them time to think what impact will that have
on the decisions they make about their futures

Her Majesty is Here: A Reverse Harem Royal Fantasy Romance
2019-01-08

it s catty snarky funny and also triumphant my gay bestie introduced me to a new way to make
money and a new sort of social club and then there were the four gorgeous men he sent my way this
hot over the top romance involves four hot alpha dudes and a strong woman who gives them a run
for their money if you love outrageously naughty stories as a way to indulge your wildest
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fantasies then this is for you this book is intended for mature 18 audiences only it is graphic
so you might want to read it in private

Mia's Choice
2018-04-02

nothing can keep rose away from romance book club at the library not even the snowstorm of the
century catching a ride home through the storm with lance the stunningly attractive librarian who
happens to be her neighbor and vaughn his chiseled alluring housemate rose takes them up on their
invitation to drop by sometime and join them for their own book club rose gets more than she
bargained for when she s introduced to rafael their magnetically charming third roommate and the
surprising genre of books they love to read and discuss as the blizzard rages rose joins the racy
reverse harem book club whose members are open to trying just about everything together to get
warm a standalone novelette by lina jubilee author of the reverse harem urban fantasy series
succubus sirens

The Gallery
2019-10-02

want to kill my sister you ll have to go through me first i will stop you even if it means i have
to go back to the palace even if it means i have to take back the crown i left behind even if it
means i have to face the four men i left at the altar i will take on them and their anger i will
take on anything to save avia because the kingdom needs her the kingdom needs a good queen not a
cursed one not me if i can t save her then the kingdom will fall because i can t rule i m a
walking death sentence for anyone who gets too close if you like why choose romance mystery and
laughter this book will keep you up all night get it today author s note this is a medium burn
reverse harem story intended for audiences 18 years and older

My Racy Reverse Harem Book Club
2019-10-15

a bard three assassins and a prince don t miss the sequel to her assassins a reverse harem
fantasy filled with intrigue romance and adventure rhapsody has finally accepted her bonds with
her kindred souls she finally has a family but the king still wants her dead and he s sent most
of his soldiers to find them when she and her assassins are caught and brought before the king
rhapsody realizes there s something much larger at play than she knew if she wants to keep her
kindreds alive and help usher in change to faligrey she ll have to make hard choices and
sacrifices she ll have to figure out a way to reconcile what she thought she wanted with what s
right

Knightfall
2019-09-16

they are sexy ruthless killers and i m their next target the capello crime family has employed
the boothe brothers to take me down a mob princess who s about to inherit their biggest
competition these irresistible triplets need me out of the way they want my father s organization
obliterated but they also want me in their bed i m being held hostage but they know it s wrong i
should try to escape but their strong hands make me want to stay i ve given them my body now i
want something in return protection love and their undying loyalty all for myself

Her Prince
2018-04-16
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you took my sister and now you think you can take my country try i dare you i don t care that you
have more magic or larger armies there s a fatal flaw to your plan arrogance never underestimate
the desperate desperation breeds cunning if i can t beat you outright then i ll have to outsmart
you all it takes is one little opportunity and then i ll make you mine if you like why choose
romance mystery and laughter this book will keep you up all night get it today author s note this
is a medium burn reverse harem story intended for audiences 18 years and older this is the third
book in a series that s meant to be read in order there is an hea for this book but the epilogue
will set up the next book in the series

Triple Threat
2021-02-13

why choose just one when she can have them all princess katrinetta will be queen of yewforia one
day at the age of 21 she will embark upon her choosing a time when representatives from every
realm will travel to castle wrenbrook to prove to the princess they are worthy of her love but as
kit gets to know the men she realizes it will be impossible for her to only choose one of them to
rule yewforia with her katrinetta s mother queen rona is anything but kind it seems she wants to
control the princess including who she keeps and who she sends home however the further into her
choosing katrinetta proceeds the more obvious it becomes it isn t just her choosing the queen
wishes to control along with the men she s grown to love katrinetta devises a plan that will not
only let her keep all of the men she s chosen but gain the throne as well will she successfully
take the crown and claim all seven of the men she wishes to be with full of steamy bedroom scenes
realm of the chosen is a completed series for mature readers this volume contains chosen by the
princess book one loved by the princess book two ruled by the princess book three

Knight's End
2019-07-18

this is a story of when i screwed three different customers of my travel agency brady the bull
rider mitch the billionaire and john a navy seal i do like my men and in my line of work i meet a
lot of them unfortunately this time i screwed more than the men i also screwed up their luxury
cruise i accidentally booked all three of them in the same cabin a cabin already occupied by
adolfo who runs a royal casino in monte carlo and when i get on the yacht to straighten it out i
screw them all this is the story of my reverse harem my accidental harem full length standalone
hea reverse harem comedy whychoose

Realm of the Chosen: a Reverse Harem Romance
2020-01-21

a reverse harem bad boy romance

The Accidental Harem
2017-12-04

with two loyal lovers by her side and a guard whose loyalty is firmly with her father itzel
continues on camila s amulet tour next stop the cheetah nation where corruption is rife and a
billionaire entrepreneur named sir kenosi has control of the amulet itzel is determined to do
whatever it takes but sir kenosi makes a hard bargain in return for the amulet not only that but
itzel has to protect her sister as well but how can she do that when sir kenosi won t let her
return to her group until she meets his demands itzel has never been more committed to getting
camila to the throne but if she wants to go on to the lion nation with camila first she ll have
to survive sir kenosi s twisted games
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Three on a Match
2019-02-26

my job was to save lives i did a pretty damn good job until a woman was rolled into my er seven
months ago she should have been dead on arrival under the bright exam lights strapped to a gurney
she whispered her final words i shouldn t have leaned in my world was changed forever bars were
my hunting ground drink after drink man after man i fed the eight legged monster that lived
inside of me or hundreds of monsters they tended to pour out of me when i gave in i almost gave
myself over to the urges that was until i met them a quirky alpha wolf shifter with a pocket
sized monkey a fallen angel with a mermaid obsession and the devil that had more baggage than lax
will they help me fight the darkness that lurks inside of me or will they let it consume me
reverse harem full length novel standalone multiple pov medium burn 18 recommended light mm foul
language although this is a standalone novel it is a spinoff of my celestial academy trilogy
which features lucifer as the father of the female main character the original widow alaric and
kai all make appearances in the series as well check out my author page to read ascend celestial
academy book 1

Marking Her Mates
2019-10-11

one powerful woman three hunky shamans a love story to span the ages

Widow
2018-12-07

three shifter armies lost a world descending into darkness one woman to save them all time is
running short in more ways than one and we ve lost nearly as much as we ve gained if not more
black magic has already spread slowly sinking its claws into the darkness and calling forth evil
if we don t find a way to defeat damien soon the world and all its unsuspecting inhabitants will
soon be in his grasp the problem is no one seems to believe me or if they do willing to help now
that we ve lost our human armies we only have one creature left to turn to a dragon danger
betrayal and heartache lie in wait for us at every turn and even i am beginning to lose hope that
we ll ever make it back alive let alone to save my kingdom but i have to try no matter the cost i
have to do it for them my men their future our kingdom her prophecy is a full length slow burn
reverse harem fantasy novel and the last in the royal shifters series the complete royal shifters
series book one her betrothal book two her highlander book three her viking book four her warrior
book five her prophecy

Ghosts and Grudges
2020-09-13

all i wanted to do was disappear to get out of a bad situation i never expected my saving grace
to come in the form of three roommates three male roommates i found myself inexplicably drawn to
chase and patton and tyler it was all just effortless and uncomplicated the connections formed so
quickly that these men made it easy to get back on my feet once i realized that i wasn t getting
hustled and that these men cared about me in a way i hadn t been before the connection soon
turned into something more being with more than one man at a time isn t something i ever imagined
doing but having two and maybe someday all three of them at once seems so natural so right it may
be a different kind of relationship but i know all three of them have my back should my past ever
resurface
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Her Prophecy
2018-06-27

there are two things you should always remember about elves one they never miss two they never
give up i thought i was safe when my familiar stopped the arrow from turning me into a kabob but
as i said elves don t give up especially when they think you destroyed their city and killed
their king in some grandiose quest for power they didn t know me very well he may not have
believed me but he believed the goddess when she showed up to proclaim my innocence unfortunately
for him she turned him into my full time body guard i should have been grateful i should have
been happy i had another hottie keeping me from getting dead i should have been a lot of things
but all of them would have been easier if he and i got along better than nitro and glycerin did i
mention the third thing you should always remember about elves they re kind of stuck up jerks
with pointy ears and nice butts now my body guard and i get to travel to faerie to convince the
royal family of my innocence sounds fun right try telling your boyfriends that they aren t
invited fourth rite is an adult novel intended for mature audiences only it contains graphic
language and sexual situations 18 readers only this is a medium burn reverse harem where the girl
gets all the guys why choose

Common Areas: A Reverse Harem Romance
2019-08-31

it was like being worshiped cherished and celebrated and fulfilled by three of the most beautiful
men i d ever laid eyes upon all at the same time it was supposed to be fun a holiday break from
studies in the italian alps yet when a remote college ski tour is shattered by a horrific
avalanche mild mannered morgan finds herself trapped in the frozen realm of an abandoned hotel
alongside three alpha fraternity brothers who hold a vendetta against each other enter shane the
restless brooding outdoorsman from minnesota jeremy his blue eyed model of a fraternity brother
almost too gorgeous to look at and finally boone the legendary tattooed alpha from a much darker
inner circle who might not be even remotely what he seems as the snows continue to fall and
danger lurks around every corner survival depends upon complete cooperation yet as morgan is
forced out of her shell and faces her own budding attraction for exactly the type of men she s
always avoided their own competitive jealousy over winning her drives them to a wickedly
intriguing proposition bunker down with self described geek morgan and her three gorgeous studs
as the blizzard of the century threatens all chance of rescue will irreconcilable differences
tear the whole group apart or will the guys find common ground in their shy but beautiful co ed
the only one with the skills and knowledge that could ultimately save them all snowed in is a
sexy stand alone reverse harem romance filled with humor danger and generous amounts of love it
also contains blistering hot mfmm menage sex in single and multiple partner scenes so molten they
re bound to melt your kindle hea guaranteed

Fourth Rite
2020-01-21

after rescuing me from the andersons my men are dreaming of a bloody revenge me all i want is to
be left alone long enough to work through finals and enjoy my free time with the boys who love me
so much but we can t find peace until the andersons are gone i have the knowledge i need to fight
back but the enemy still has an ace in the hole he s a demon named ash extremely powerful and one
of the first people i met when i moved into town not like i knew he was a demon then but i didn t
recognize the rest of my pack for what they were either worse outsiders are starting to take
interest in the conflict between us and the andersons i can t trust them to help us but the
possibility of what they d do with our secrets sends shivers down my spine i don t want to have
to be rescued again together we have a chance at victory apart we re doomed this is the final
book in the mountain magic trilogy this book is intended for mature audiences 18 readers only it
contains language and sexual situations this is a medium burn reverse harem where the girl gets
all the guys why choose harem members added as series progresses series will contain some mild m
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Snowed in - a Reverse Harem Romance
2018-10-19

a murdered pharaoh an evil sorceress and three lion shifter kings sanura would do whatever it
took to be the next queen of egypt even if it meant marrying her younger half brother and waging
war on all of africa but when the pharaoh is murdered and sanura blamed for the crime she barely
escapes the city with her life with nothing and no one to help her sanura finds herself at the
mercy of a lion shifter african king one of egypt s sworn enemies a man who would be better off
with her dead and he s not the only lion king she needs to worry about the lioness of egypt is
the first full length reverse harem historical fantasy book in the shifters of africa trilogy

Reckoning
2020-04-21

in the new republic every woman must marry five men it s the law welcome to the apocalypse shay
came into the township knowing she d be a lottery bride so she d have to marry five men she wasn
t the naïve girl she d been eight years ago she d learned the lessons that had been beaten into
her and she d learned them well so yes so she d share her body with her new husbands but her
secrets were still her own the men are different than she expected though they each had their own
reasons for entering the lottery there s charlie who s so sweet and kind rafe who s a light
hearted jokester during the day but dark and demanding in bed then jonas and henry and gabriel
each bringing their own damage and beauty to the clan until day by day they begin to feel like a
real family there s just one little problem with the happy new family clan one of them isn t who
he appears to be he is a spy for the enemy will shay and the township be doomed before she and
her husbands have a chance at lasting happiness please note that this book contains some dark
elements and covers sensitive topics any reader that feels they shouldn t venture into this
apocalyptic world of sometimes harsh realities should please consider before reading

The Lioness of Egypt
2017-10-08

i m a phoenix that rages my lovers crave my light let the world burn a fire fills my soul it
demands the world as a sacrifice i m locked in a deadly battle of chess against my wicked
stepmother as our world implodes around us with three merciless men at my side i will lead the
world into a new era they have my heart and i will not fail them a woman couldn t ask for better
lovers a ruthless vampire a fierce warlock and uncompromising lycan warrior our love will turn
the syndicates to ash and to defeat death we must trust each other they ve accepted my secrets
and my scars letting my star shine bright in the sky but stars can fall and the flames will
devour the world can three powerful men wield their magic and love the girl whose light burns
across the universe read the final part of this reverse harem modern fairy tale full of secrets
shadows and starlight

Theirs to Pleasure

three ripped college hunk moving men one sizzling hot game of truth or dare who would ve thought
setting up my new apartment could be this much fun just weeks before halloween savannah is
starting an all new life in salem massachusetts so when her three absolutely gorgeous movers
offer to come back later and help break in her new place pizza isn t the only thing on the menu
but her new shop is plagued by trouble both local and beyond and when savannah drags the ghosts
of her own haunted past into her shiny new world it ll take all three of her strapping new
boyfriends to keep her safe from harm erik is the wild eyed tattooed alpha as fiercely protective
as he is strong zane the lithe boyish blond with a swimmer s abdominals and loyal to a fault they
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re rounded out by roman olive skinned and gorgeous a true italian stallion with shoulders that
could carry the world together they share the burden of savannah s protection every bit as much
as they share her love her heart and her body as well can past mistakes actually be buried once
and for all or will savannah s darkest forbidden secrets and her unwillingness to trust spell out
the foursome s ultimate undoing saving savannah is a sizzling stand alone reverse harem love
story filled with humor suspense and molten hot action in single and multiple partner scenes hot
enough to melt your kindle hea guaranteed

Throne of Embers

when maven stone called my name everything changed i never expected to fall in love with him or
with his frat brothers chance and banyan i never imagined how that perfect single unconventional
choice could change our lives then molly tried to burn me down and my parents took me away from
school from new york from my guys but no matter what happened in new york or halfway around the
world nothing could change our undeniable truth i love them and they love me i m giovanna amsel
and no one has to understand how we fit together no one except us this is our love story

Saving Savannah - A Reverse Harem Romance

it ll take all three alphas to catch this omega farrah has done whatever it takes to raise her
fifteen year old son knox on her own the boy s fathers the three alphas she was best friends with
as a teenager know nothing about him and she s never planned on telling them however when knox
goes missing farrah has no choice but to ask for their help ryder pax and blake have long carried
the guilt of sleeping with farrah during her heat afraid that they d taken advantage of her when
she shows up asking for their help it s a second chance they don t intend to waste the four work
together to find knox but their past the secrets the guilt the regrets isn t so easy to resolve
can they save the child they share and heal old wounds or will their happily ever after slip away
yet again

Undeniable

three dragons one woman a reverse harem fantasy that will leave you breathless and begging for
more dareena sellis is a nobody the orphaned daughter of a no name farmer she toils away as a
serving girl at hallowdale inn her only marriage prospects either shipping off to war or pawing
at her skirts with their grubby gnarled hands but fate takes a strange turn the day a dragon
huntress comes to town suddenly dareena is swept off to dragon s keep trading in her raggedy
dresses for silken gowns her closet sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens and her
miserable suitor for three very handsome veryvirile dragon princes for dareena is not a nobody
she is the dragon s gift the one woman chosen by the gods every century to bear children for the
future king of dragonfell despite her pre ordained path dareena s fate is far from certain the
crown has not given birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years and the line of
succession is far from clear neither of the princes are willing to cede dareena to the other and
yet she must choose for the enemy is knocking on dragonfell s door and dareena s decision could
either mean the kingdom s salvation or annihilation

Caught by her Alphas

Dragon's Gift
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